BADMINTON REVIEW SHEET
SAFETY
1. The first rule for safety is where you sit when you are not playing, ALWAYS sit with
your back against the wall to avoid being struck by a racket.
2. Be aware of how you handle your racket, be in control at all times.
3. Be aware of other players rackets so you don't get hit accidentally.
4. If the birdie is going in between two players, one person should call it and the other
should get out of the way.
5. NEVER lean on the nets. The nets are new, expensive and can rip, also the standards
can tip over causing an injury.
6. Be careful with the rackets, they are fragile and expensive. Which means, do not hit
them against anything including people and other rackets and never throw them.

Parts of the racket and Badminton court

Rules for Scoring
1. Badminton uses RALLY scoring which means that every time a serve happens, a point
will be awarded to the person or pair who wins it.
2. Matches will go to 21 points to determine a winner unless:
a. the score becomes 20-20, in which you need to win by 2 points or the first to 30
b. time runs out then whoever has the higher score wins
3. Points are awarded whenever the shuttle goes out of play, such as(A, the server wins
the point or B, the receiver gets the point):
a. The server does not get the shuttle over the net after hitting it B
b. The server serves to the wrong service box B
c. The server serves from the wrong service box B
d. The receiver does not play the shuttle and it drops into their service box A
e. The shuttle lands in the playing area after the serve and return A or B
f. The shuttle leaves the playing area (awarded to the team who did not put it out of
bounds)
g. If the shuttle hits a boundary line it is “in”.
4. If the server misses the shuttle completely, or if something happens where a point is in

question you shall replay the point.
5. You cannot touch the net or cross the net with your racket, if you do the other team is
awarded the point.
6. The shuttle must go over the net at all times and it can touch the net and go over.
7. You can only hit the shuttle one time per side.

Rules for Serving
1. The first serve is decided by either a coin toss, racket spin, or winning a volley.
2. If the serving teams score is even, including zero, the serve starts from the right
service box.
3. If the score is an odd number, the serve always comes from the left service box
4. The server must be behind the service line and in front of the baseline
5. All serves go diagonally and must cross the service line of the opponent's service box
6. All serves must make contact with the shuttle below the waistline
7. You must remain stationary during your serve
8. The only time you switch sides with your partner in doubles is if you serve and win the
point.
9. The serve can NEVER touch the net.

Strategy
There are three shots that can be used during play that may give you a legal advantage.
1. Over Head Clear- this shot is most commonly used when your opponent(s) are drawn
up to the net and is a high shot over their heads aimed for the baseline.
2. Drop Shot- This shot is used in the opposite way if your opponent(s) are deep in the
court. You wait for a high shot that you can pretend to swing at but lightly tap it over so
it just clears the net and drops.
3. The Smash- This is a great shot for winning points. The set up is usually a high lob
that gives you time to see where your opponent's are standing so you know where to
hit the birdie so they cannot get to it. The angle will be a downward hard hit shot that
will go right to the floor

Skill Serves
Drive serve- this serve is difficult to master and can be effective. To do a drive serve you
need to be able to control the height and speed of the serve so your opponent has little time
to react to it. This serve can be deep as if you are trying to serve it past your opponents.
Flick serve- the flick serve is a combination of the drive and standard serve. The short back
swing and the quick fore swing can surprise your opponents to give you an early advantage.
Like the drive serve this should be kept low to the net if possible and can be serve short, just
over the service line.

